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In an effort to optimize the transportation of oil and gas, the pipeline industry
is developing large-diameter, thick-walled pipelines that can withstand low
temperatures and high pressures. In this study, three X70 steel plates of
similar chemistry, ranging in thickness from 13.5 mm to 22 mm, were sub-
jected to drop-weight tear and Charpy V-notch tests to determine the effects of
plate thickness and microstructure on the formation of separations and impact
behavior. Constraint induced by specimen thickness appears to dictate the
location of separations, the three microstructures exhibited different separa-
tion behaviors, and microstructural banding was not found to promote sepa-
ration formation. Separations were most frequent when the primary fracture
plane was parallel to the rolling direction. This study also found that stan-
dardized empirical relationships between Charpy V-notch and drop-weight
tear tests do not estimate to the advanced high-strength and -toughness steels
investigated.

INTRODUCTION

Pipeline steels must have increasingly higher
strengths and toughness to improve reliability and
reduce the risk of leaks and spills,1,2 and demand for
larger-diameter pipelines has increased interest in
thicker American Petroleum Institute (API) grade
plate steel.3 X70 pipeline steel microstructures vary
with processing, alloying, and final plate thickness.
Thermomechanical controlled processing, with the
addition of accelerated cooling and inline quenching
and tempering, results in many possible microstruc-
tures, including combinations of bainite, marten-
site, martensite–austenite (MA), ferrite–pearlite,
polygonal ferrite (PF), and acicular ferrite.4–8 Lower
toughness 45� from the rolling direction (RD) is a
concern for pipeline manufacturers,3–5 especially
when the pipeline manufacturing process is spiral

welding. Numerous studies have determined that
crystallographic texture contributes to lower tough-
ness in the 45� orientation, because this orientation
typically contains a higher volume fraction of grains
with cleavage planes parallel to the primary frac-
ture plane.5,9,10

Separations are splits that form parallel to the
rolling plane perpendicular to the primary fracture
plane of Charpy V-notch (CVN) and drop-weight
tear test (DWTT) specimens because the steel has
effectively delaminated during impact testing. The
effects of microstructure, crystallographic texture,
and banding on separation formation during CVN
and DWTT testing have been investigated,2,5,6,9–13

but there is no consensus on the primary cause or
even if separations have a negative effect on pipe-
line performance.2,14 Thicker plates are more sus-
ceptible to separations due to high through-
thickness constraint, and an out-of-plane constraint
factor, Tz, has been developed to describe the 3D
stress state near the crack tip in compact tension
specimens that exhibit separations.14 Tz is greatest
at the centerline, increases with thickness, and
promotes separation formation, which, coupled with
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microstructural features and potential defects at
the plate centerline, could lead to increased separa-
tion severity. This study evaluated the effect of
thickness, microstructure, and specimen orientation
on impact behavior, fracture surface appearance,
and separation formation in CVN and DWTT
specimens.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

X70 plates with similar composition and three
thicknesses were used for this study (Table I).
Through-thickness microstructures were examined
with light optical and scanning electron micro-
scopy. Volume fraction analysis of a bainitic
secondary constituent in the 22-mm plate and
grain size analysis on all the plates were per-
formed according to ASTM E562-1115 and ASTM-
E112-13,16 respectively, using ImageJ. Automated
Vickers microhardness (100 g, 10 s dwell) tra-
verses were performed through-thickness every
100 lm.

Standard CVN specimens were machined with
the notch normal to the plate surface in three
orientations, 0�, 45�, and 90�, from RD and tested
according to ASTM E23-18.17 Absorbed energy,
lateral expansion (LE), and shear fracture appear-
ance (SFA) were measured, and transition curves
were generated. The transition temperature (TT)
was calculated as the temperature corresponding to
50 % of the upper shelf of the transition curve
(FATT50).

Standard pressed notch DWTT specimens were
machined in accordance with API RP-5L318 from
the plates in the same three orientations as the
CVN specimens. In accordance with ASTM E436-
03(2014),19 DWTT temperatures were chosen itera-
tively, first by establishing upper and lower shelf
temperatures, and then by choosing two intermedi-
ate test temperatures to characterize the TT region.
The ductile to brittle transition temperature
(DBTT85) was calculated as the temperature with
85% shear area (SA). Test temperatures used for
CVN and DWTT can be found in Table II.

DWTT specimen fracture surfaces were pho-
tographed and shear area % (SA) measurements
were performed using the line and measurement
tools in ImageJ. In accordance with API RP-5L3, the
lesser of the plate thicknesses or 19 mm was
removed from the fracture area at the notch root
and the opposite side. Equation 1 was used to
determine the SA;17

% SA APIð Þ ¼ 71 � 2tð Þt� 3=4 abþ a0b0ð Þ
71 � 2tð Þt � 100 ð1Þ

where t is the specimen thickness, a is the cleavage
fracture width one specimen thickness from the
notch root, and b is the length cleavage fracture
extends into the specimen from a. b was determined
through visual assessment of the fracture surface
and measured using ImageJ. a’ and b’ are the same
as a and b, but for the hammer-impacted region of
the specimen. The area of separations on the

Table I. Chemical composition of X70 plates in weight%

C Mn Si Cr Mo Al Ni S P Cu Ti + Nb + V

13.5 mm 0.052 1.57 0.21 0.12 0.21 0.04 0.02 0.003 0.010 0.03 £0.10
15.5 mm 0.050 1.51 0.20 0.14 0.16 0.03 0.01 0.002 0.005 0.01 £0.09
22 mm 0.040 1.62 0.23 0.16 NR 0.03 NR 0.004 0.013 NR £0.06

NR Not reported.

Table II. CVN and DWTT test matrix

Thickness (mm) and
orientation CVN test temperatures (�C) DWTT test temperatures (�C)

13.5 0� �180, �135, �115, �100, �95, �90, �75, �40, �40, 21 �20, �40, �60
45� �180, �135, �115, �90, �70, �60, �50, �40, �40, 21 �20, �40, �50, �60
90� �180, �135, �115, �90, �70, �40, �10, 21, 100, 200 �20, �40, �60, �70

15.5 0� �180, �135, �115, �100, �100, �90, �75, �40, �40, 21 �20, �25, �30, �40
45� �180, �135, �115, �90, �70, �65, �60, �40, �10, 21 �0, �10, �20, �30, �40
90� �180, �135, �115, �90, �75, �40, �40, �30, 21, 100 �20, �25, �30, �40

22 0� �180, �135, �120, �115, �100, �95, �90, �40, �40, 21 �20, �40, �50, �60
45� �180, �135, �115, �110, �105, �100, �90, �40, 21, 100 �20, �40, �50, �60
90� �180, �135, �130, �125, �120, �115, �110, �90, �40, 21 �20, �30, �40, �60
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fracture plane was included. The line-length of all
the separations and the inspected fracture surface
area were also measured. Separation indexes (SIs)
were calculated using Eq. 2:20

SI ¼ total length of all separations

inspected area
mm�1
� �

ð2Þ

Inspected fracture surface areas were divided
into six equal through-thickness regions to deter-
mine SIs at the edge, quarter-depth, and centerline
of the specimens.

Fig. 1. Light optical and scanning electron micrographs of the (a) 13.5-mm, (b) 15.5-mm, and (c) 22-mm plates. (d) Mean grain diameter (D, lm)
versus distance from plate edge normalized by plate thickness (error bars 95 % confidence interval). (e–g) Vickers microhardness (100 g, 10 s
dwell time) versus depth from the plate surface measured on longitudinal sections for the (e) 13.5-mm, (f) 15.5-mm, and (g) 22-mm plates.
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RESULTS

The microstructures of the 13.5-mm and 15.5-mm
plates are fine equiaxed PF at the centerline with
elongated grains at the edge (see Fig. 1a, b). The
13.5-mm plate contains some pearlite, with greater
volume fractions toward the centerline of the plate.
The microstructure of the 22-mm plate is banded
and contains non-uniformly distributed ferrite and
a bainitic secondary constituent, with some small,
irregular regions of MA at the centerline (Fig. 1c).
The volume fraction of the bainitic secondary con-
stituent increases from �0.25 at the edge to �0.5 at
the centerline. The two thinner plates have rela-
tively similar grain sizes across the through-thick-
ness, but the edge of the 22-mm plate has a finer

ferrite microstructure than the centerline (Fig. 1d).
Vickers microhardness traverses of the thinner
plates show a flat profile relative to the 22-mm
plate, which has the greatest hardness range (72
HV) and hardness minima at quarter-depth (see
Fig. 1e–g).

Charpy V-notch

The CVN DBTTs determined from the absorbed
energy (DBTTKV; KV represents the absorbed
energy for instrumented CVN testing), LE
(DBTTLE), and the CVN FATT50 and the upper
shelf energy (USE) are presented in Fig. 2, along
with fracture surfaces. Overall, the trends exhibited
for each parameter for all three plates and specimen

Fig. 2. CVN DBTTKV, DBTTLE, FATT50, and USE versus orientation for the (a) 13.5-mm, (b) 15.5-mm, and (c) 22-mm plates, and CVN fracture
surfaces of 90� orientation specimens tested at TTs for the (d) 13.5-mm, (e) 15.5-mm, and (f) 22-mm plates.
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orientations are similar, although the DBTTs vary.
The 22-mm plate has the lowest DBTTKV, DBTTLE,
and FATT50 and the highest USEs for all three
plates and orientations. The 13.5-mm and 15.5-mm
plates have similar, reduced toughness performance
relative to the 22-mm plate. For most of the
permutations of plate thickness, DBTTs, and USE,
the 45� orientation exhibits reduced toughness
performance (i.e., high DBTTs and low USEs).
However, the 13.5-mm plate 90� orientation has
the highest DBTTKV and the 22-mm plate 90�
orientation has the lowest USE.

Only the 90� orientation CVN specimens exhibit
separations for all plate thicknesses. The 90� orien-
tation of the 13.5-mm and 22-mm plate CVN
specimens tested at TTs exhibited the most separa-
tions (Fig. 2d and f), while the 15.5-mm plate 90�
orientation CVN specimens tested at TTs only
exhibit separations at �40�C (Fig. 2e). The 13.5-
mm plate has the most CVN fracture surfaces that
exhibit separations for all three orientations, while
the 15.5-mm plate has the fewest CVN fracture
surfaces with separations for all three orientations.
The 22-mm plate 0� and 45� orientations have no
separations, while the 90� orientation has multiple
specimens exhibiting separations.

Drop-weight Tear Testing

The DWTT DBTT85 for all three plates is shown
in Fig. 3. For all three orientations, the 13.5-mm
plate generally has the lowest DBTT85, while the
15.5-mm plate has the highest. DBTT85 varies with
specimen orientation, with the thinner plates’ 45�
orientation specimens having higher DBTT85,
although the 22-mm plate does not exhibit signifi-
cant orientation variations in DBTT85. For all three
plates and specimen orientations, the largest vari-
ation in SA measurements generally occurs at TTs,
while upper and lower shelf region test tempera-
tures (UST and LST, respectively) generally have
less variation in SA. There is also an increase in
separations on DWTT specimens tested at TTs
which could contribute to the variation in SA
ratings at TTs, because the presence of separations
on fracture surfaces can further complicate the
visual assessments performed to measure SA. Fig-
ure 3 shows DWTT UST and TT fracture surfaces
that illustrate how separations affect the appear-
ance of fracture surfaces. For all three plates and
specimen orientations, SIs are higher at the center-
line at USTs and TTs, as shown in Fig. 4. As the test
temperature decreases into LST regimes, SIs at the
quarter-depth begin to overtake centerline SIs,
especially for the 90� orientation, which generally
has higher SIs than the 0� or 45� orientations for all
three plates at these test temperatures. At LSTs,
SIs generally drop to zero because the fracture
surfaces are dominated by cleavage fracture con-
centrated at the centerline, and separations did not
form in the cleavage fracture areas. Samples with

areas of cleavage fracture only had separations in
the non-cleavage areas. The 13.5-mm 90� orienta-
tion �70�C specimen exhibits this phenomenon,
with separations present at the edge and quarter-
depth, but not at the centerline (Fig. 4g). The 45�
orientation generally has the lowest total SI for all
three plates (see Fig. 5) but this is also temperature-
dependent, as this trend is less pronounced at USTs
and there is very little variation between specimens
at LSTs, where the presence of separations gener-
ally decreases. The largest variation in SI measure-
ments for all three plates occurs in the TT ranges.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the 13.5-mm plate
generally has the highest SI. However, SI is not a
good metric for comparing separation severity
between plate thicknesses, because it is normalized
by the inspected area. Therefore, thicker plates will
have significantly lower SIs for the same measured
separation length. Based on qualitative visual
assessments, the 13.5-mm plate has the most sep-
arations throughout the through-thickness of the
plate at a wide range of temperatures (Fig. 3a). The
22-mm plate appears to have fewer separations
concentrated closer to the centerline at most USTs
and TTs. However, the separations present in the
22-mm plate appear deeper and wider than those in
the 13.5-mm plate (Fig. 3c).

DISCUSSION

Comparison of DWTT and CVN Results

DWTT was developed in the 1960s as a mill test to
determine the DBTT85 of ferritic steels, and it was
found to produce fracture surfaces that closely
matched full-scale pipe burst tests at the same
temperatures.21 The SA of the DWTT specimen
could then be used to estimate the full-scale fracture
propagation mode. A series of full-scale pipe burst
tests performed in the 1970s21,22 also determined
that DWTT fracture resistance is related to the
CVN absorbed energy that has the same SA and
SFA as the full-scale fractured pipe, and that DWTT
SAs can therefore be used to determine the CVN
energy required for full-sized plates, as shown in
Fig. 6. Note that SA and SFA are the same mea-
surement of a fracture surface’s shear area appear-
ance, but are referred to as SA and SFA in
standards for DWTT and CVN testing, respectively.
The DBTT for CVN testing is lower than for the
DWTT at the same SA because of the difference in
constraint.21

In this work, however, comparing DBTTs based
on CVN and DWTT specimens shows that the two
impact tests estimate different toughness perfor-
mances for the same plates. The 22-mm plate has
the lowest DBTTs and the highest USEs based on
CVN testing (Fig. 2c), while the 13.5-mm plate
generally has higher DBTTs and lower USEs
(Fig. 2a). However, DWTT results for the 13.5-mm
plate show that the thinner plate has some of the
lowest DBTT85 for all three plates (Fig. 3a). The
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Fig. 3. DWTT fracture surfaces of the (a) 13.5-mm, (b) 15.5-mm, and (c) 22-mm plates exhibiting upper shelf SAs and transition region SAs and
graphs of the DBTT85 with respect to orientation. Images are organized in rows by orientation, starting with 0� and descending to 90�. Error bars
the two contiguous temperatures between which the SA drops below 85%.
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Fig. 4. DWTT SI versus depth from plate surface showing test temperature effects for the 13.5-mm plate in the (a) 0�, (d) 45�, (g) 90�
orientations, the 15.5-mm plate in the (b) 0�, (e) 45�, (h) 90� orientations, and the 22-mm plate in the (c) 0�, (f) 45�, (i) 90� orientations.

Fig. 5. SI versus test temperature for each specimen orientation: (a) 13.5-mm, (b) 15.5-mm, (c) and 22-mm plates; filled symbols represent data
series averages.
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following discussion compares CVN DBTTs esti-
mated from the SFA and absorbed energy curves
and then relates these two curves to the DWTT
DBTT85 curve using the method outlined in Fig. 6,
with detailed data in Table III.

First, a comparison of the CVN SFA and absorbed
energy curves was made by estimating the DBTT
for each curve using 85% SFA and absorbed energy
criteria to enable comparisons with DWTT SAs
(Fig. 6a). DBTT85 is a conservative value used for
DWTT and focuses on when the fracture propaga-
tion mode transitions from mostly ductile to ductile/
brittle SA appearance, whereas a 50% SFA DBTT is
generally used for CVN testing DBTT esti-
mates.23,24 To make a direct comparison, the
DBTT85 for the CVN SFA and absorbed energy
curves were determined (Table III, columns 3 and
4). The energy curve indicates lower DBTTs for
CVN versus DWTT for all three plates and orien-
tations. The most significant example is 13.5 mm/
45�, where the energy curve estimates a DBTT that
is 77�C lower. Therefore, the CVN absorbed energy
that matches an 85% CVN SFA and used to
calculate fracture resistance would correlate with
a DWTT test temperature that would be signifi-
cantly above the 85% upper shelf region limit of
most of these plates. This could lead to an artifi-
cially high estimate of fracture resistance, since
advanced higher-toughness steels require large
initiation energies that can increase CVN absorbed
energy results.21 There is no simple physical corre-
lation explaining why the CVN SFA and CVN
energy DBTT curves should correspond to each
other,24 and these results highlight the potential
difference between these two estimates. Absorbed

energy is easier to measure, but gives no indication
of fracture appearance, while SA is more difficult to
measure, but indicates the fracture mode at a given
temperature.24 Another method for evaluating CVN
DBTT is LE, and comparison of the absorbed energy
and LE results also indicate differences between
DBTTs estimated using these two methods, the
most notable being the difference between DBTTKV

and DBTTLE for the 13.5-mm and 22-mm plates 90�
and 0� orientations, respectively (Fig. 2a and c).

Second, the CVN results show that the lower
toughness material conditions (i.e., the 15.5-mm
plate and 45� orientation) follow the empirical
correlations between CVN SFA and the absorbed
energy better than the higher-toughness material
conditions. The CVN absorbed energy at the
DBTT85 from SA is listed in Table III, column 5,
and shown as the % of USE (Table III, column 6) as
a way to further highlight the differences between
the CVN SFA and energy curves; ideally, the %
absorbed energy/USE would be ‡ 85% (i.e., both
curves estimate upper shelf behavior). The 15.5-mm
plate and all 45� orientation CVNs exhibit CVN
energies ‡ 85% of the USE, but all other orienta-
tions for the 13.5-mm and 22-mm plates have CVN
absorbed energies at 85% SA that are significantly
lower than 85% of the USE. The 15.5-mm plate has
the least complex microstructure (consisting mainly
of PF), the highest DWTT DBTT85, and has the most
similar DWTT toughness performance to the ferritic
steels that were used to develop the correlations
between DWTT and CVN testing.21 This is likely
why the estimated CVN absorbed energy and USE
values for this steel are in good agreement. The 45�
orientation generally has a higher DBTT than other
orientations. The lower relative toughness in this
orientation could explain why the 45� orientation
estimated CVN absorbed energy and USE values
are in agreement, since the relationship was devel-
oped for lower-toughness steels.

Finally, DWTT specifications for plates generally
give a service temperature where 85% SA must be
achieved. The data from these plates suggest that
neither CVN SFA nor absorbed energy curves
correlate well to DWTT results in plates with more
complex microstructures. To show this, a similar
analysis was performed considering a set service
temperature of �30�C instead of a set SA of 85%.
The results are displayed in the bottom half of
Table III, columns 3–6. The �30�C service temper-
ature is above the DWTT DBTT85 for the 13.5-mm
and 22-mm plate s(�56�C/90� and �36�C/90�,
respectively), but falls below the DWTT DBTT85

for the 15.5-mm plate (�20�C/90�) (see Fig. 3). The
DWTT SA at �30�C is compared to the CVN
absorbed energy curve by following the arrows
labeled (b) in Fig. 6. The CVN absorbed energy
determined following this technique can then be
turned into a percentage of the CVN USE (bottom
half of Table III, column 6), providing a comparison
of the DWTT and CVN behavior at a representative

Fig. 6.. Relationship between CVN absorbed energy, CVN SFA, and
DWTT SA at (a) 85% SA or (b) a set service temperature. Recreated
from Ref. 22
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service temperature. By comparing where the CVN
absorbed energy falls on the CVN absorbed energy
curve to the region where the DWTT SA falls on the
DWTT SA curve, it can be qualitatively determined
if the CVN and DWTT curves would estimate
similar DBTT behavior (i.e., compare columns 3
and 6 in the bottom half of Table III). With the
exception of the 15.5-mm plate and all of the 45�
orientation results, the CVN absorbed energy
curves generally exhibit lower shelf region and
transition behavior (CVN absorbed energy/USE <
85%) at the CVN temperature that correlates to the
service temperature, while the DWTT SA curves
exhibit upper shelf behavior (SA > 85%) at the
service temperature. Again, the ferritic 15.5-mm
plate results follow the empirical correlations better
than the 13.5-mm and 22-mm plates, with the
PF + pearlite or bainitic microstructures, respec-
tively. The lowest toughness orientation (i.e., 45�)
results also follow the empirical correlations better
than the higher-toughness orientations.

These results show that the test/analysis methods
selected to analyze the toughness of a plate change
apparent performance. In addition to there being no
simple physical way to correlate CVN SFA and
absorbed energy curves, there is no simple physical
reason for the DWTT curve to align with either of
the CVN curves. Thus, for the more complex
microstructures and higher toughness steels (i.e.,

the 13.5-mm and 22-mm plates), the previously
developed empirical relationships between CVN
SFA, CVN absorbed energy, and DWTT SA did not
accurately estimate their toughness behavior. Even
when a set service temperature is examined, rather
than a set SA, the difference in the curves signif-
icantly affects the estimated impact behavior,
except for the lowest toughness conditions (i.e., the
15.5-mm plate and 45� orientation) where the
empirical relationships still show a qualitative
relationship between CVN SFA, absorbed energy,
and DWTT SA. The relationship between DWTT
and CVN shown in Fig. 6 is empirical and based on
numerous studies that involved DWTT, CVN test-
ing, and full-scale pipe burst testing in the 1960s
and 1970s.21,22 These relationships have not been
examined for newer, higher-strength and -tough-
ness materials. The results of the CVN testing and
DWTT in this study suggest that, as both the
toughness and the microstructural complexity of the
steel increases, the previously established empirical
relationships between the two tests no longer
accurately correlate them and they cannot be used
individually as a rigorous method of pipeline quality
assurance.

In addition to increasing toughness and
microstructural complexity, increasing plate thick-
ness affects the mechanics of the DWTT and final
SA analysis, whereas CVN geometry remains the

Table III. CVN absorbed energy correlated with DWTT SA

1 2 3 4 5 6
Plate
(mm) Orientation

DBTT85 based on
CVN SFA (�C)

DBTT85 based on CVN
absorbed energy (�C)

CVN absorbed energy at
CVN SFA DBTT85 (J)

CVN absorbed
energy/USE (%)

13.5 0� �110 �116 108 27
45� �7 �84 334 95
90� �27 �79 204 47

15.5 0� �54 �115 423 99
45� �38 �64 360 100
90� �57 �96 395 100

22 0� �80 �136 365 75
45� �94 �101 450 100
90� �123 �131 186.18 43

Plate
(mm) Orientation

DWTT SA
at 230 �C

(%)

CVN temperature with
equivalent SFA as DWTT

(�C)

CVN absorbed energy at CVN
temperature (i.e., column 4)

(J)

CVN absorbed
energy/USE

(%)

13.5 0� 95.40 �110 108 27
45� 90.12 �3 337 96
90� 95.58 19 319 74

15.5 0� 44.61 �102 199 47
45� 18.42 �83 7 2
90� 57.58 �84 323 82

22 0� 93.87 �62 426 88
45� 91.34 �89 450 100
90� 90.30 �123 199 46
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same. Therefore, a 22-mm plate DWTT specimen
will have nearly double the fracture surface area of
a 13.5-mm plate. CVN testing found that the 22-mm
plate had better toughness than the 13.5-mm plate,
but DWTT had opposite results: the 13.5-mm plate
generally had the lowest DBTTs (Fig. 3). Since the
22-mm plate DWTT specimen has more material
constraint than the 13.5-mm plate, a higher frac-
ture initiation energy may be required to begin
fracture propagation in the thicker plate, regardless
of the actual material toughness, so DWTT of
thicker plates may represent a lower-energy esti-
mate of fracture propagation, since a larger propor-
tion of the drop weight energy is consumed by
fracture initiation.

The purpose of DWTT is to evaluate the propa-
gation resistance of pipeline steels. Correlations for
fracture initiation or propagation energy of a steel
must consider the contributions of all components
that make up impact energy (e.g., initiation, prop-
agation, and kinetic/throw energy).21 High fracture
initiation energy has been found to skew the
interpretation of the impact energy contributions
in both CVN and DWTT by artificially increasing
the estimated propagation resistance, as well as
estimating a false DBTT.21 The high fracture initi-
ation energy required to start a crack in advanced
and thicker pipeline steels can also affect the
mechanics of the DWTT, and has been linked to a
fracture appearance phenomenon called inverse
fracture (IF), which is defined in this study as the
reappearance of cleavage at the end of fractures due
to work-hardening.23,25–27 The high toughness of
advanced pipeline steels resists the traditional
brittle fracture initiation seen in DWTT of lower-
toughness steels and delays fracture initiation.26

This delay has been observed using high-speed
cameras of DWTT that show the specimen bending
significantly before the crack initiates.26 The foo-
tage also shows that this initiation is often followed
by crack arrest and additional significant bending of
the remaining ligament until the specimen finally
fails. Bending of the DWTT specimen results in
work-hardening of the steel ahead of the crack,
especially in the remaining ligament after crack
arrest. Hardness testing on broken DWTT speci-
mens has shown that this remaining ligament is
where the majority of work-hardening occurs.23,26,28

Hwang et al.23 determined that the area of the
fracture surface that exhibits IF can be directly
correlated to the presence of work-hardening in a
DWTT specimen. The presence of IF reduces the
accuracy of SA measurements made on thicker plate
DWTT fracture surfaces that require higher frac-
ture initiation energies, and was observed in nearly
50% of the 22-mm plate DWTT fracture surfaces,
while the 13.5-mm and 15.5-mm plates only exhib-
ited IF in �20% of specimens. The increased
presence of IF in the 22-mm plate potentially
explains the difference between toughness perfor-
mance estimated by CVN and DWTT, and suggests

that the DWTT SA DBTT estimate may be more
representative of a work-hardened 22-mm plate.

Toughness Anisotropy

The 22-mm plate generally exhibits the least
amount of toughness anisotropy among specimen
orientations, especially in the DWTT results, and
has the most banded microstructure with hardness
variation in the through-thickness direction.
Banded microstructures, including bainitic bands,
and crystallographic texture anisotropy have often
been cited as promoting separation formation and
correlating to toughness anisotropy.3,7–9,13,14 Band-
ing generally occurs because of chemical segrega-
tion, with detectable variations in manganese
content in the plate through-thickness. Energy-
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy investigation of the
22-mm plate suggests that there is no significant
increase in manganese content in the bainitic bands
or across the plate through-thickness. Therefore,
the type of microstructural banding in this plate
may not be severe enough to promote separation
formation that could cause toughness anisotropy. It
is interesting to note that the 13.5-mm and 15.5-mm
plates both exhibit toughness anisotropy with
increased DBTTs in the 45� orientation, even
though they have relatively homogeneous
microstructures and hardness profiles, suggesting
that crystallographic texture could have a signifi-
cant role in controlling toughness anisotropy. A
study conducted by Joo et al.,10 designed to isolate
the role of crystallographic texture on toughness
anisotropy in X80 steels, found that when banding,
and subsequently separations, were eliminated
though heat treatment, there was still significant
variation in impact toughness between CVN spec-
imen orientations. Crystallographic texture was
identified as the primary cause of toughness aniso-
tropy in the study.10

Separations

The presence of separations makes performing
accurate SFA and SA measurements difficult, and
there is no simple or standard way to measure how
much energy is redirected from the crack tip when
they form.20 This makes it more difficult to assess
the SFA, SA, and absorbed energy of both CVN and
DWTT specimens. The 13.5-mm plate generally
exhibited the most separations in CVN specimens
for every orientation tested. The factors that have
been suggested to contribute to separations are
microstructural banding, inclusions/stringers, con-
straint, and crystallographic texture.3,7–9,13,14 The
13.5-mm plate did not exhibit significant
microstructural banding, had a similar inclusion
content to the other plates, and had the lowest
constraint, suggesting that crystallographic texture
may be a primary factor controlling separation
formation in this material. The 15.5-mm plate had
very few CVN specimens with separations. It also
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has a less complex ferritic microstructure without
obvious banding, similar to the ferritic steels used in
the 1970s to develop impact testing that did not
develop separations.21 The 22-mm plate only exhib-
ited separations on 90� orientation CVN specimens,
even though the microstructure was banded and
there was significant variation in hardness in the
through-thickness.

The 90� orientation was the only CVN specimen
orientation that exhibited separations for all three
plates, and there is also an increase in the total SI
for all the DWTT specimens tested in the 90�
orientation (Fig. 5). The 0� orientation also exhib-
ited separations, especially in the 13.5-mm plate.
Similar crystallographic texture components that
promote separation formation that are formed by
rolling could be observed in both the 90� and 0�
specimen orientations because of the symmetry
imposed by an orthorhombic–cubic sample-crystal
structure system. This offers a potential explana-
tion for the higher number of separations and SIs
observed in both these specimen orientations when
compared to the 45� orientation. The increased
presence of separations in the 90� orientation for
both impact tests suggests that textures that
develop during rolling are aligned in the plane of
separation formation in 90� orientation specimens,
thus promoting separations. High intensities of
texture components in the {001} plane family have
been found to promote separation formation because
they orient cleavage planes parallel to a plate’s
rolling plane (i.e., the plane of separation
formation).5,13,29

Through-thickness SI results for all three plates
(Fig. 4) confirm the effect of out-of-plane constraint
(Tz) on the location of separation formation. High
SIs at the centerline of the plates tested at USTs
and TTs indicate that separations may be releasing
the high Tz present at the centerline of the plates.
The increase in quarter-depth separations seen in
specimens tested at lower TTs can be explained by
the presence of fewer, but deeper (i.e., more severe),
centerline separations that would be measured as a
lower SI, or the presence of cleavage fractures along
the centerline. Both would reduce Tz along the
centerline and move the Tz maximum to the quar-
ter-depth, causing separations to develop at the
quarter-depth to relieve this increased Tz.

14 Since
the effect of constraint is apparent in all three
plates, regardless of microstructure and hardness
variation in the through-thickness, it is possible
that Tz is a primary factor determining the location
of separation formation. Separations form primarily
along the centerline of the plate, and only appear at
the quarter-depth location after a centerline sepa-
ration has formed or if the centerline is dominated
by cleavage.

There is no generally agreed-upon method for
measuring separation severity, and most proposed
methods for quantifying them face limitations. The
SI measurement method20 does not scale

appropriately with increasing plate thickness,
because it is a measurement that is normalized by
an inspected area that increases with plate thick-
ness and therefore cannot compare separation
severity between plate thicknesses. The SI mea-
surement method also cannot properly account for
the severity/morphology of separations that have
significant width or depth. Visual inspection and
cross-sectioning of some of the 22-mm plate DWTT
fracture surfaces revealed deep centerline separa-
tions that would require significant energy to form,
but this has not been quantified using the SI
method. 3D surface profiling methods such as white
light interferometry can be used to measure frac-
ture surface topography, but CVN and especially
DWTT fracture surfaces of advanced pipeline steels
are topographically complex, sometimes with over-
lapping features and very thin separations that
cannot be properly interrogated using white light
interferometry. 3D surface profiling techniques also
have additional equipment and time requirements
that are not conducive to mill environments.
Presently, the most effective way to determine
separation severity is still a qualitative visual
assessment.

CONCLUSION

The following findings may be drawn from this
study:

(i) Microstructural banding does not promote
separation formation in the three steel
plates investigated.

(ii) Separation formation is enhanced in the 90�
orientation, likely due to textures that
develop during rolling, which align with
the plane of separation formation in this
specimen orientation.

(iii) The SI measurement method suggests that
Tz may have an effect on the location of
separation formation during DWTT. Sepa-
rations likely form at the centerline to
release the maximized Tz present, regard-
less of microstructure and hardness varia-
tion in the plate through-thickness,
suggesting that constraint may have a
greater role than microstructure in the
location of separation formation.

(iv) The SI measurement method does not scale
with increasing plate thickness and artifi-
cially increases the SI of thinner plates, so
SIs should not be compared between plates
of different thicknesses.

(v) SFA, absorbed energy, and LE from CVN
tests do not estimate the same DBTT behav-
ior. In this study, CVN absorbed energy
DBTT estimates are not conservative with
respect to the DBTT obtained from SA
measurements.

(vi) As the toughness and microstructural com-
plexity of steels increases, the empirical
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relationships originally developed to relate
CVN, DWTT, and full-scale pipe burst test-
ing no longer seem to apply. Agreement
between the estimated toughness behavior
only occurred for the lowest toughness con-
ditions (i.e., the 15.5-mm plate and 45�
orientation). Therefore, CVN and DWTT
testing cannot be used individually as a
rigorous method of pipeline quality assur-
ance, and new empirical relationships need
to be developed for high-toughness steels.
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